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Origins: Coffey/Keogh Families (Version 4a) 

By Fred Coffey 

 

ONLINE: http://www.coffey.ws/FamilyTree/DNA/Origins-CoffeyKeoghFamilies.pdf 

 

My name is “Coffey”, and I’m very interested in working out the origins of my family. My 

ideas have evolved over time, as DNA evidence came to light. Following is my current 

opinion, followed by my analysis. I invite comments and arguments: 

 

Those who read the earlier “Version 2” of this “Origins” report will recall that I thought we 

had an extended family that might appropriately be called “Coffey, Coffee, Coffia, Keogh, 

Keough, Kehoe, Keay, Kaho, Cahow, Kayhow, Kayhowe, and Howe” based on names we 

have seen from early y-DNA testing. And I thought our shared roots traced back to County 

Wexford in Ireland. 

But then there was a “Version 3” of this paper that concluded that all these names split into 

two ENTIRELY SEPARATE family lines that last shared an overall MRCA (Most Recent 

Common Ancestor) maybe 4000 years ago! But ultimately we discovered there was a glitch in 

the “SNP Tracker” (discussed below). That “4000 year ago split” assessment was totally 

WRONG! 

Next there was “Version 4”. We once again believe we are a single big extended family. But 

that family does have two distinct groups, which I will refer as the “Coffey” and the “Keogh” 

groups.  

 

There is considerable data volatility, and corrections now bring us to “Version 4a”. Consider 

this paper as a snapshot in time, and don’t be surprised if things continue to change! 

 

First some background: We are doing two different types of y-DNA testing, and I want to use 

the following example to explain the difference: 

 

 
 

http://www.coffey.ws/FamilyTree/DNA/Origins-CoffeyKeoghFamilies.pdf
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Here are three men, showing one hypothetical segment of their y-DNA. They all start with the 

DNA sequence of “GTAC” in the first four positions. 

 

But wait: Something is different in the fifth position! Maybe every male in the world 

originally had an “A” here, but there was a rare mutation, and one male got a “T”. The 

mutation did him no harm, but from then on, EVERY descendant of that first mutation now 

has a “T”. 

 

This is called a “single nucleotide polymorphism”, or a “S N P”, or a “snip”. This has a lot of 

genealogical potential, because every person in the world with a “T” in this position is now 

marked as a descendant of that person. Those SNP’s never change back to their original. 

There are now many thousands of known “snips” in the human y-chromosome. Trying to 

organize them is a continuing challenge. 

 

There is another type of mutation that is more traditional and easier to use for genealogy. At a 

number of places in the yDNA there are sections where a short segment repeats itself. These 

are called “short tandem repeats”, or STR’s. Man #11 has the sequence 

CTACTACTACTACTA, or 5 repeats. Man 2 has six repeats, and man 3 has 7 repeats. The 

number of repeats will often gradually change over time. This does no harm to the man, but 

the number can gradually become associated with a particular family line.  

 

And this is the type of test that has made it appear that “Coffey, Coffee, Coffia, Keogh, 

Keough, Kehoe, Keay, Kaho, Cahow, Kayhow, Kayhowe, and Howe” were really one single 

large family. For short, I’ll call it the “Coffey/Keogh” family. 

 

But these STR’s can change back and forth, sometimes returning to their original value. And 

it is possible that various other unrelated families may evolve to show STR patterns that 

happen to look like today’s Coffey version. So we need to be more cautious about giving too 

much weight to STR values. 

 

The SNP test is therefore more specific, more precise, and unchanging. And we now have 

tests to show how the Coffey and Keogh SNP’s evolved from a common origin. 

 

The “catalog” of known SNP’s offers labels like “R- FT43552”.  And there is a “SNP 

Tracker” that tries to show the ultimate origins of any SNP. Here’s a tool that will show you: 

 

http://scaledinnovation.com/gg/snpTracker.html 

 

This Tracker tool includes a discussion that you may want to read later. But if you enter “R- 

FT43552” you will get a chart like the following. Every living human male in the world 

ultimately descends from a single male who lived in Africa over 200,000 years ago. This chart 

shows the evolution path from Africa. This eventually leads us to the “R” haplogroup, and 

ultimately to R- FT43552. This group encompasses all the Coffey/Keogh descendants.   

 

http://scaledinnovation.com/gg/snpTracker.html
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Each of the “dots” on the following chart is called a “haplogroup”. And ALL of the 

Coffey/Keogh are a part of all of the haplogroups on this chart. I have annotated this chart to 

show the current estimate of “Years Before Present” for selected points along the track. 

 

 
 

 

(By the way, those of you who have been reading CCC Newsletters over the years may 

remember that in 2013 I was writing about the “Y- chromosome Adam” that experts then 

believed lived about 60,000 years ago in Africa. In recent years the experts have learned much 

more about ancestry within Africa. I think the old “60,000 years” might better be thought of 

as roughly when our deep ancestors began to LEAVE Africa! 

 

Several of us have been doing the “Big-y 700” test, which incorporates both STR and SNP 

test results, and looks at the equivalent of 700 markers. And this test has identified several 

sub-haplogroups that are BELOW R-FT43552. The Coffey/Coffee have sub-groups R-

Y19967, R-Y46776, and R-Y52526. The Keogh groups have R-FTA58713, R-Y20216, and 

R-FT257666. These are all consistent with the R-FT43552 haplogroup. They are just further 

breakdowns that have occurred within Ireland. 

 

FTDNA (Family Tree DNA), the testing service we have been using for Big-y tests, is now 

developing their own (beta version) of the haplotree. They are mostly consistent with the 

above chart. You can use this link to explore THEIR views: 

 

https://discover.familytreedna.com 

https://discover.familytreedna.com/
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Here is what FTDNA have to say about our Coffey/Keogh R-FT43552 group: 

The R-FT43552 Story 

Haplogroup R-FT43552 represents a man who is estimated to have been born 

around 700 years ago, plus or minus 200 years. That corresponds to about 1300 

CE with a 95% probability he was born between 1131 and 1515 CE. R-FT43552's 

paternal line was formed when it branched off from R-Y19149 and the rest of 

mankind about 2,800 years ago, plus or minus 750 years. .  

As more people test, the history of this genetic lineage might be further refined. 

 

Here’s a table that shows the connections between haplogroups per FTDNA: 

 

SNP Years Bef 

Present 

95% CL BCE/CE Tested Descendants 

A-PR2921 234000 31000 232000 228815 

     

A-V168 131000 17000 129000 228746 

     

CF-P143 63000 9000 61000 207748 

     

R-M269 6000 +/- 800 3900 BCE 83132 

     

R-Z198 4100 +/- 650 yrs 2100 BCE 2702 

R-ZS312 4100 +/- 600 yrs 2100 BCE 1565 

R-Y19152 3400 +/- 650 yrs 1400 BCE 61 

R-BY3272 3100 +/- 600 yrs 1000 BCE 35 

R-BY3255 3000 +/- 650 yrs 900 BCE 31 

R-BY27944 3000 +/- 600 yrs 1000 BCE 24 

R-Y19149 2800 +/- 750 yrs 800 BCE 15 

     

R-FT43552 700 +/-200 yrs 1300 CE 14 

   R-Y19967 500 +/-300 yrs 1500 CE 6     (Edward+Peter Groups) 

      R-Y46776 200 +/-150 yrs 1800 CE 5     (Edward Group) 

          R-Y52526* 150 +/-150 yrs * 2     (Fred & Billy) 

     

   R-Y19967 500 +/-300 yrs 1500 CE 6     (Edward+Peter Groups) 

       R-BY69385 100 +/-250 yrs 1900 CE 2     (Peter Group) 

     

R-FT43552 700 +/-200 yrs 1300 CE 14 

   R-FTA58713 650 +/-250 yrs 1400 CE 8     (Keogh) 

      R-Y20216 450 +/-200 yrs 1600 CE 6     (Keogh) 

         R-FT257666 250 +/-150 yrs 1800 CE 2     (Keogh) 

*Memo: The R-Y52526 SNP is KNOWN to have occurred in 1823, 1775, or 1753 CE. 

 

https://discover.familytreedna.com/y-dna/R-Y19149
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The above table uses indentation to show descent. R-FT43552 is shown twice, because two 

separate groups (Coffey and Keogh) descend from it. And under this, within the Coffey 

group, R-Y19967 also appears twice because two groups (Edward and Peter descendants) 

descend from it. 

 

We also show R-Y52526 descending from Y46776, but that is a special case where the SNP is 

known to have occurred in one of three specific ancestors. Will discuss that more later. 

 

Note the relatively large uncertainty on the “modern” times. Go back to the “SNPTracker” 

link and review the Discussion page, reading down to “Data Source”. That discussion says:  

“Note that recent SNPs have very large uncertainties — accurate dating in this 
range must rely on STR statistics  or paper genealogy.” 

Shortly I will do exactly that, and I will show how known genealogy and STR can 
improve our estimates for time connections among the tested descendants. 
 

Here is part of the “Block Tree” for those 15 individuals tested under R-Y19149 in the above 

table: 

 
 

^^^^^^^^^     (Note: This Block Tree is for “Fred”, and I and Billy are the two people in this bottom left box.) 
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I have worked to gather information on the genealogy of these 15 participants and will shortly 

want to discuss how genealogy relates to Big-Y DNA results. Following is my preferred way 

to display results: 

 

“COFFEY/KEOGH” EXTENDED FAMILY BIG-Y GROUP 
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NAMING THE SNP’s: 

Let me review and comment on two issues related to the above Block Tree representations. 

 

The SNP’s on Page 4 above all have names, like “R-FT43552”. But there are many more such 

SNP’s that exist, some with names and some without. If you look the Block Tree on Page 5 

you will see it identifies something called “Private Variants”. FTDNA’s “Discover” prefers to 

call them “yet unnamed lineages”. Either way, these terms refer to SNP’s that have been seen 

in only ONE tested descendant. The “naming system” only creates a new name when that 

SNP is found in TWO or more individuals. 

 

This “two” guideline is somewhat arbitrary, but I don’t have a better suggestion. But it is 

quite easy to manipulate the system, and force new names to be created. If you do a “Big-Y” 

test for two CLOSELY related men, they will probably have the same SNP and that choice 

will force a new name to be created. One extreme example is if a father/son pair BOTH do 

Big-Y. 

 

THE GROUP PEOPLE: 

Before proceeding, I would like to introduce the various y-DNA tested people and assign 

them to their probable “SNP Haplogroups”. 

 

Here’s a list of the players, using short handles to facilitate discussion: 

 

SNP R-BY69385: 

PeterCoffee is an immigrant that arrived on a British prison ship in the early 1700’s. 

Only a few of his descendants have been tested. The earliest tested person was Peter’s 

descendant CarolCoffee, who did several y-DNA tests. Carol was deceased before the 

“Big-Y” became available, but Carol’s son Charles Coffee has now completed a Big-Y 

test. And we also have a Big-Y for DonaldMichaelCoffee who is a fifth cousin of Carol. 

(Donald’s test is Big-Y500, not the preferred BigY700. His “500” does not give us the 

111-marker STR test, which will limit some of our analysis.) 

 

SNP R-Y46776: 

EdwardCoffey refers to the immigrant Edward Coffey, who arrived in America before 

1699. We have more than 60 descendants of Edward with y-DNA tests. We presently 

have five descendants of Edward who have done Big-Y. The first three include V Glenn 

Coffey, David Randal Coffey and  George A Coffey. 

 

SNP R-Y52526: 

. Here we have FredCoffey (that’s me - my full name is Leo Frederick Coffey, but most 

people call me “Fred”). We also have Big-Y for BillyCoffey who is my known third 

cousin. This SNP is actually PART of Y46776 and descends from Edward, but it split off 

in America after Edward’s arrival. We think we can eventually determine the actual 

individual who incurred this SNP. 
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SNP R-FTA58713: 

Eugene R. Boyter had a positive Big-Y test for this specific Keogh group. He doesn’t 

have a Keogh name, and only knows his paper trail back to 1813 in Tennessee. But his 

Big-Y shows he is absolutely part of this SNP. We also can see this group includes a 

Big-Y for a Rob Keogh who has been invited to join our project and tell us about his 

known genealogy. 

 

SNP R-Y20216: 

PatrickCoffey is a relatively recent immigrant, who arrived in America in 1863 and 

settled in New Jersey. The tested person was DonCoffey (Donald Lee Coffey. Don has 

the Big-Y test, but his DNA is NOT, repeat NOT, connected to any known Coffey line. 

His male-line DNA is “Keogh”, and an adoption (planned or unplanned) is a possible 

explanation.) 

RayMKeogh (Raymond Michael Keogh) has the BigY test.  He still lives in Ireland, and 

has been tested more extensively than most of the “Keogh” clan. The homeland of this 

clan is believed to be County Wexford.) 

ShannonKeough (Shannon Keough (Big Y): She wrote “My family left the island of 

Ireland in either the late 1700s or early 1800s. With that said, they moved from one 

island (Ireland) to another island (Newfoundland, Canada) and have been here ever 

since. Newfoundland was the Dominion of Newfoundland and a British colony until 

1949 when it joined Canada. We have been pretty isolated through the years.) 

We have DanJKehoe who has the BigY, and JamesKehoe (Daniel James Kehoe) who 

has not done BigY.  The ancestors for Dan and James arrived separately in the mid-

1800’s and settled in Brown County, WI – the families believe their immigrant 

ancestors may have been cousins, and some early STR work suggested this was likely.) 

 

(None of the following names have Big-Y, but older STR work suggests they belong 

under this SNP.) 

RobertKeay (Robert Keay, pronounced “K”:  only knows his genealogy as far back as 

his grandfather.) But DNA suggests Robert’s closest relative may be a man we are 

calling MrKeough.  

MrKeough? That’s a curious name. Actually, we NEVER got a test on that person, he 

declined to participate in our Project testing. But he had enough good matches to other 

members that I was able to deduce ALL of his first 37-marker values. I was never able 

to learn his first name, but he did report descent from Henry Kough, b. abt 1798, in 

County Wexford.   

PatQuinn (R Patrick Quinn): Early DNA comparisons proved, to the surprise of his 

family, that his DNA ancestry was NOT Quinn! It now seems that his father, Peter 

Quinn, was the offspring from a non-paternal event involving a Keogh. Further 

investigations showed there was a “Keough” living in the same building as the Quinn 

family. They have now traced PatQuinn’s genetic ancestry to Patrick Keough who was 

born 25 May 1806 in Newbridge, County Kildare.) 

ThomasKehoe (Thomas Kehoe) descends from James Kehoe b Wexford Ireland about 

1805) 
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SNP R-FT257666: 

And we now have, both with Big-Y, JasonHowe and GaryStevenHowe. They hail from 

Maine.  

 

The remaining names in this group are placed here because our original STR work 

suggested they belonged here. Connection not proven. 

We have GriffinKaho (Griffin H Kaho: ), TravisKeough (Travis Keough:), and 

PatKehoe (Francis Patrick Kehoe: Pat descends from Henry Kehoe born 1791 County 

Wesford, who arrived in Canada in 1825.) 

And we have the “Cahow/Howe” group, which offer our newest names. KeithCahow 

showed us how the name may have gone from Keogh to Cahow to Howe. And this then 

tied to Jason and Gary Howe. 

 

THE MRCA OF EDWARD AND PETER: 

The “Coffey/Coffee” families have a particular interest in trying to learn how the Edward and 

Peter groups are related. These groups have long believed they have a MRCA back in Ireland. 

The haplogroup analysis back on Page 4 helps to show they are indeed related, but it only 

narrows the time down to “the last few hundred years”. 

 

And we do have information that is NOT reflected on Page 4 or 5. We know most of the 

genealogy of the Edward and Peter descendants. And we have STR analysis tools which will 

help. We know that the Edward/Peter descendants have been isolated from each other in 

America since Edward and Peter arrived, and we therefore know that there has NOT been a 

common ancestor within the last 10 generations. As an example, we can compare myself 

(Edward line) to Charles Coffee (Peter line), and FTDNA can use their “Time Predictor” to 

look at the STR matches and calculate the following:  
 
“In comparing Y-DNA111 markers, which show 7 mismatches, the probability that 15020 - Leo Frederick 

(Fred) Coffey and 981672 - Charles Coffee shared a common ancestor within the last... 

...10 generations is 28.91%. 

...11 generations is 50.89%. 

...12 generations is 66.92%. 

...13 generations is 78.21%. 

...14 generations is 85.93%. 

...15 generations is 91.07%. 

...16 generations is 94.42%. 

...17 generations is 96.57%. 

...18 generations is 97.91%. 

...19 generations is 98.75%. 

...20 generations is 99.26%. 

...21 generations is 99.56%. 

...22 generations is 99.75%. 

...23 generations is 99.85%. 

...24 generations is 99.92%. 
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* Assuming 15020 - Leo Frederick (Fred) Coffey and 981672 - Charles Coffee do not share a common ancestor 

in the last 10 generations. 

** The FTDNATiP™ results are based on the mutation rate study presented during the 1st International 

Conference on Genetic Genealogy, on Oct. 30, 2004. The above probabilities take into consideration the 

mutation rates for each individual marker being compared. Since each marker has a different mutation rate, 

identical Genetic Distances will not necessarily yield the same probabilities.” 

 

How would we interpret this? Since they can’t have a MRCA within less than 10 generations, 

the above probability suggests there is a 29% chance the MRCA is EXACTLY in the 10th 

generation. The father of Edward might thus be the father (or grandfather) of Peter! 

 

And it says that within the first 4 generations the probability of the relationship rises to nearly 

80%. Allowing maybe 25 years per generation, that puts our MRCA within 100 years of the 

time Edward came to America in about 1699! That’s a tighter limit than is implied on Page 4. 

 

The 95% confidence is reached within about 7 generations. 

 

We can do the above calculation for any pairing of people. You will recognize the 

probabilities on the first line below as being the numbers reported on the previous page: 

 

 
 

The first 5 lines above are for the 5 Edward Group men, and the weighted average of the 5 is 

calculated and shown in red. We need to be careful about attaching too much weight to a 

single STR test, because that may just reflect good (or bad?) luck in accumulating random 

STR mutations. The weighted average of 5 may provide a better overall perspective. 

 

We can also do this calculation for any of the Keogh participants, as shown by the extended 

list above. I was surprised by how many are yielding results roughly consistent with some of 

the Coffey group. Once again, we can calculate the weighted average of the 8, shown in red. 

 

Looking at the averages, the 70% confidence limit for the Coffey matches was reached 4 

generations back from the arrival of Peter and Edward in America. For the Keogh matches the 
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70% was reached between 5 and 6 generations back. We are very close to the Keoghs, and 

this helps us conclude that the Coffeys might indeed descend from the Keoghs. 

 

DNA DATA OVERVIEW: 

I received a lot of much appreciated advice and support from Gareth Henson and Lucy 

Nelson. They have a huge amount of STR data as part of their “R-Z198 & SRY2627 

Haplogroup Project” on FTDNA. The following link will take you to their home page on 
FTDNA, and you will see the opening page offers an invitation to JOIN their project: 
 

https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/r-1b-1c-6/about 

  
I wanted to see if they had any data that I had not seen, or any that was inconsistent with my 

own “Coffey Project” data. Here’s an image of the first few columns of their section showing 

the sample numbers that I recognized: 

 

 
 

I have all of these is my Coffey/Keogh database except B840246, who is flagged in 

haplogroup R-Y19149. If you look at the table on Page 4 of this report, you will see the R-

Y19149 is 2800 years old, so his connection to our lines is way back! 

 

We have 15 members that have done “Big-y”, and those are reported elsewhere in this report. 

I also have a very large number of descendants of Edward and Peter who did y-DNA at lesser 

test levels. And I also have data on more people in the Keogh group. If you click on the 

following link, you will see the full list of my STR data, in a format consistent with the above. 

 

Data Summary 

 

WHAT NEXT? 

What are some of the thoughts we might weigh for future directions? I welcome your 

comments and suggestions. 

 

(One minor item: I was surprised by how much I came to rely on STR data in the above, and I 

do not have 111-marker STR for Donald M Coffee in the Peter group because he only did the 

Big-Y500. I will be suggesting he upgrade to Big-Y700.) 

 

We have some significant uncertainties in the early generations of the portions of the Edward 

line that descend from Edward’s son Edward Jr., and this is the portion of the line that Tim 

Peterman and I descend from. Tim wrote an article in the last issue of the Coffey Cousins 

https://mailtrack.io/trace/link/f5cc6bef3bdd80d3e77f64898156c04527c8553e?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.familytreedna.com%2Fgroups%2Fr-1b-1c-6%2Fabout&userId=7655651&signature=7ba4e114804567be
http://www.coffey.ws/familytree/dna/CousinsData.pdf
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Newsletter (Issue #163, on pages 10 and 11). In his conclusion, he suggested we might think 

about whether the following would give us useful data related to Ed Jr: 

 

“I suggest then that two patrilineal descendants of John Coffey & Jane Graves take 

the Big Y test, where John & Jane are the MRCA. . (Fred: We have so far done one of 

these.) 

The next step would be for 2 patrilineal descendants each of Chesley Coffey (1755-

1818), Nebuzaraden Coffey (1757-1797), and Nathan Coffey (bef 1760-aft 1828) to 

test. We could also do this for Jesse Cleveland Coffey. We could also do this for 

Newton Coffey (b 1773). I say 2 descendants because this gives each of them the 

opportunity to form a new subclade if in fact they incurred a private variant SNP at 

their generation. (Fred: See “Naming the SNP’s” discussion on page 7 of this paper) 

At this point, we should assess how we are doing. Are we really creating new 

structure? Or, are we just adding more participants to the R-Y46776 bucket? If we are 

creating new structure, my proposal is that little by little, we try to get one patrilineal 

descendant of all of Edward Coffey’s patrilineal descendants tested who were born 

before 1900.  

If we discover that Chesley (b 1755), Nebuzaradan (1757-1797), and Nathan (b bef 

1760) are all more closely related to Glenn G. Coffee and each other by several SNPs, 

than they are to the Newton Eli Coffey descendants, this might call into question our 

placement of Salathiel within the family of Edward Coffey.” 

 

I think Tim’s proposal is worth thinking about. I do agree it might be possible, with enough 

testing, to eventually resolve some of the uncertainties in the Edward Junior line. But it would 

be a truly massive effort to pursue with today’s costs and technology.  

 

I would propose that we start out with some SMALL steps in the general direction of Tim’s 

interests. And then, as information develops, we might move ahead.  

 

I propose we review what we already know from all types of previous y-DNA testing and 

think about where we might seek more. Following is a link to a genealogical summary of the 

y-DNA testing already done via ALL of our “Coffey Research”. And there are some margin 

notes that explain what is unknown and what might be learned at various phases: 

 

http://www.coffey.ws/familytree/dna/CousinsSummaryMarginNotes.pdf  

 

This is an 8-page summary. There are margin notes on the right side of each page. The reader 

may want to do a full printout, and then keep it in hand as you read the following notes. The 

notes below will explain what I would propose to do for each page. The most critical 

discussion will focus on Page 3, so you may at least want to keep that page in hand. It covers 

the genealogy of descendants of Edward Jr. 

 

Note 1 on pages 1 & 2:  

The first two pages of the printout are for Edward descendants through Edward’s son John. 

The paper trail genealogy for the people on these two pages is excellent. You will see there is 

only one BigY test that has been done so far. 

http://www.coffey.ws/familytree/dna/CousinsSummaryMarginNotes.pdf
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If we were to undertake additional Big-y here, it might well show that there were new SNP’s 

being created. But in my opinion that would just be a curiosity and would not tell us anything 

about Coffey genealogy that we don’t already know. (NOTE: I think Tim may disagree, and 

he will wish for at least one more BigY for this group. He may propose to put an appeal for a 

“volunteer” into a future newsletter.) 

While I would not press for Big-Y testing here, some persons in this group might choose to 

test out of simple curiosity. 

Note 2 on page 3: 

The biggest Edward line mysteries are related to the early generations of the descendants of 

Edward through his son Edward Jr. We start that discussion at the top of the third page, 

involving possible descendants of Edward Jr. and Grace Cleveland. (The action I would 

propose for Note 2 is the same as below for Note 5.) 

Note 3 on page 3: 

We have recently learned that a newly named SNP “Y52526” has been found, and this SNP 

exists, so far, only in Fred Coffey and Billy Coffey. Other descendants of Edward are 

negative for Y52526, so we KNOW that the SNP has to have been created AFTER Edward 

arrived in America. Was it created in Newton Eli? Or was it created earlier in Newton Eli’s 

father or grandfather? 

Note 4 on page 3: 

This flags four men who descend from either Eli Coffey or from Salathial Coffey. Tests are 

pending for two of the men in this group, with the goal of maybe establishing EXACTLY 

where SNP Y52526 was created. 

Is it important to know this? If we are to pursue Tim Peterman’s goal of a massive Big-y 

testing program in the hope of eventually pinning down details to resolve the early generation 

uncertainties, then knowing exactly where Y52526 originated may be a small step in the right 

direction. 

But if we were to decide that Tim’s goal is an “impossible (improbable?) dream”, then 

knowing the Y52526 origin would just be a matter of curiosity and would not be critical.  

But I (Fred) am “curious” and have already arranged for a Big-Y700 on Meldon. If the test on 

Meldon is negative, then we know the origin was in Newton Eli. If it’s positive, then the 

origin could be in either Eli or in Salathial. 

With the thought that it would be interesting and useful to be able to do a test on a direct 

descendant of Salathial, I did a search and found a family descending from Salathial’s son 

Newton. A conventional 37-marker STR test is shown as “pending” on Murray Coffey, from 

this line. (There are some very interesting aspects about Murray’s line, and we will probably 

post a story to the next CCC Newsletter.) 

Note 5 on page 3: 

If we are going to pursue Tim’s dream, then tests on many of the Note 5 men, plus perhaps 

some of their other close relatives who have not yet been tested at all, would be essential. 
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I would propose to compose email notes to all of the “Note 1 plus Note 5” men that I can pin 

down. I would explain (using this paper) what we are doing. I’m not sure I could, at this time, 

write a convincing story of WHY their doing Big-y was critical to Edward Coffey genealogy. 

But I would think that MAYBE some of them would be curious enough to do Big-y just to see 

what it turns up. 

I think it quite possible that some such tests would stir up more new SNP’s in the Edward 

line, totally unrelated to Y52526.  

Note 6 on page 3: 

We do already have a Big-y on George, that is negative for Y52526. I wouldn’t propose any 

such tests on the other two men in this group. But they might hope that Tim’s big project 

might ultimately stir up something that would point to Hester’s husband? 

Note 7 on page 4:  

These are people who have Edward y-DNA, but other surnames. There is extreme uncertainty 

here as to HOW they acquired that DNA! It is possible that Big-Y might narrow the range of 

uncertainty. I would propose to describe to them what we are doing and let them decide if 

Big-Y would be of interest. 

Page 5: 

This page needs updating. (It will be replaced with a layout like what you see on Page 6 of the 

report you are now reading.) 

 

Pages 6,7 and 8: 

These pages have nothing to do with the Coffey/Keogh family group. But we have long 

wanted to discover a “Coffey from Ireland” who either lives in Ireland or descends from a 

recent immigrant and who matches our Edward and Peter groups. These pages do show how 

hard we have looked trying to find such a person. We now doubt that we ever will find such a 

person, given that we believe our Coffey lines actually have Keogh ancestry. But maybe good 

luck will find us something later! 

 

 

 

 

Looking for other research ideas. Anybody got suggestions? 

 

Fred 


